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Introduction about the synchrotron radiation and its applications in the field of cultural heritage
Within the wide range of analytical techniques applied in the field of cultural heritage, the use of synchrotron radiationbased methods has significantly increased over the last two decades. Third-generation synchrotron sources are large-scale research facilities, composed of a linear accelerator, a booster, and a storage ring ( Fig. 1 ) [1] . These three elements produce, accelerate and store an electron beam. Upon interaction with a magnetic field, and providing they have the sufficient speed, the electrons will emit a so-called synchrotron radiation. The emission is mainly in the X-ray range; hence these sources are usually considered as (super-bright) X-ray sources. Besides, the emitted spectrum extends to the UV, visible, and infrared domains. One major characteristic of synchrotron radiation is its spectral brightness -photon flux per unit phase space volume, often given in units of photons · s 1 · mrad −2 · mm −2 · (0.1% bandwidth) −1 -which is at least 11 orders of magnitude higher than the standard laboratory X-ray sources, in particular thanks to the natural collimation of the beam. Moreover, synchrotron light offers interesting longitudinal and transversal coherence properties. By adjusting the magnetic fields interacting with the electron beam (mainly through the use of bending magnets and insertion devices), one can tailor the properties of the emitted light, in particular the spectral distribution (with an extended and tunable energy range) and the polarization. Then, the insertion in the beam of various elements such as, e.g., slits, focusing optics, mirrors, monochromators, attenuators, offers a further control of beam size, spectral distribution, and flux as well. The choice of the beam source and of these various elements will fundamentally define the characteristics of the different "beamlines" implemented tangentially to the storage ring ( Fig. 1) . Additionally, the choice of the detection schemes will greatly set the specificities of the beamlines. Many techniques are available at synchrotron facilities; they are based on absorption, emission, and/or scattering. These various techniques provide accurate chemical and physical information such as density, elemental composition, chemical composition, structural composition, crystallinity, morphology, optical luminescence, etc. The high flux usually translates into short acquisition times or study of species in lower concentration. This opens two main possibilities: kinetics studies of dynamic systems (through the acquisition of data on the same sample), and imaging study of (usually static) systems (through the acquisition of data at different places of a sample, as 2D or even 3D scans, when possible). In the latter case, the chemical and physical information can be not only identified, but also localized within a complex material. Cultural heritage objects are by essence precious; accordingly, the fact that all this information can be gathered only by measuring the light-matter interactions, and with minimum sample manipulation is a major asset of these techniques. Besides, artistic and ancient objects are usually made of extremely complex and heterogeneous materials, as the result of the mixing and interactions of many constituents, and of the further evolution/degradation of the matter as well as the deposition/reaction of pollutants. Hence, the various contrasts offered by (imaging) synchrotron techniques are particularly relevant. The main synchrotron techniques used in the field of cultural heritage are X-ray fluorescence (XRF), X-ray diffraction (XRD), X-ray absorption spectroscopy (XAS), X-ray computed tomography (CT), Fourier transform infrared (FTIR) spectroscopy, and ultraviolet/visible (UV/VIS) spectroscopy [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] . The principles and attributes of these methods are reviewed in [1] .
Back to the beam properties and applications of scanning techniques, an important aspect to be considered is the probe size. (Sub)millimetric beams can be efficiently used to scan large objects. 2D macro-XRF is becoming today a conventional laboratory technique for the analysis of paintings [6] and was pioneered at a synchrotron facility [7] ; the same applies to 2D macro-XRD [8, 9] . These techniques are very well suited to image chemical and physical properties at the object scale and highlight differences in the various areas of the artwork, which can be related to the use of various materials, for example for colour rendering. However, such beams are too large to distinguish heterogeneities at the micrometric scale. This scale is particularly important in the field of cultural heritage, since this is the typical thickness of the layers constituting the surface and sub-surface of the objects (being for example paint, glaze, varnish layers in paintings, sculptures, ceramics, etc.). For such investigations, micro-and nano-probes as developed on state-of-the-art synchrotron beamlines are particularly efficient. They are usually applied on fragments sampled in historical or model artworks. The principles and features of such synchrotron-based micro/nano analytical techniques are reviewed here, with recent examples of applications in the field of cultural heritage. In fact, most of the examples shown below have been obtained with a micrometric or sub-micrometric beam (≥0.5 μm) ( Table 1 ). The use of nanoprobes (≤100 nm) is still pioneering in the field of cultural heritage and is challenging, for many reasons discussed in the last section.
The development of X-ray focusing optics
The three physical processes, refraction, diffraction and reflection, which are traditionally at the basis of the visible light optics are challenging to use in the same way to the design of X-ray lenses. The physical origin of these difficulties is closely linked to the very nature of interactions of X-rays with matter. Notably, the small deviation δ of the refractive index of condensed matter from unity makes it difficult to extend refraction-based optics from the optical spectral region to the X-ray region, because the refraction angle is proportional to δ. Similarly, it is very challenging to extend diffraction-based focusing techniques to X-rays because the diffraction angle scales inversely with wavelength. Finally, the use of reflection-based optics is also limited by the very small critical angle for total reflection. Despite these fundamental limits and driven by the concomitant development of new X-ray sources, the achievable lens performances have been revolutionized by major advances in precision fabrication of mirrors and zone plates and by new concepts. A very comprehensive review can be found in [10] , and the following section is concentrated to a concise and practical description of the three major types of X-ray lenses (Fig. 2) .
The oldest method for micro-focusing X-rays is with mirror optics (Fig. 2A) . X-ray mirrors can be either single-layer total-reflection mirrors, which reflect wide-bandpass beams at very low glancing angles, or multilayer mirrors based on Bragg diffraction with 10 to 0.1% energy bandpass at much larger angles. Most mirrors for micro/nanofocusing are today elliptical and aligned in the so-called Kirkpatrick-Baez (KB) geometry as pioneered by Kirkpatrick and Baez in the 1940s. Both mirrors can be figured either by polishing or mechanically bent into the desired elliptic shape. A major step was the ultra-smooth, near-atomic polishing methods [11, 12] . Advantageous characteristics of these optics include their high reflectivity, relatively long focal length -several centimetres is typical -to accommodate specific sample environments and their inherent achromaticity, so that the incident beam energy can be tuned for spectroscopy applications without any need to adjust the focus on the specimen. For applications with high resolution and/or at high energies, best results have been obtained with multilayer coated mirrors, where the beam was focused down to sub-13-nm (FWHM) diffraction-limited X-ray focus size at 33 keV [13] .
Compound refractive lenses (CRL) rely on the slight difference in refractive indices of materials compared to air (or vacuum) [14] . Since this difference is very small, single refractive lenses, for example, would have radii of only a few microns and yet give focal lengths of many meters. To make a lens system that gives shorter focal length and larger aperture, the adopted solution is a compound refractive lens, which consists of a linear array of many cylindrical concave holes of low-Z materials (Fig. 2B) . Fabricating CRL from low-Z materials like Li, Be, B, C and Al minimizes the problems associated with absorption and allows a large number of lenses to be stacked (N > 100). More recently, microelectronics silicon lithography fabrication technology has been applied to obtain silicon-based lenses into a composite array producing sub-100 nm hard X-ray beams. CRL is likely the most efficient X-ray focusing lens for energies exceeding 50 keV where mirrors and other lenses cannot be used. However, since CRL are chromatic, it is more difficult to use them for spectroscopic applications. Fresnel zone-plates (FZP) are chromatic diffractive lenses (Fig. 2C ) and their applications were traditionally limited to rather soft X-rays. The efficiency of a binary FZP is maximized when the structure height is tuned to introduce a phase shift of π . In the soft X-ray region, FZP efficiency is limited to about 15% due to photoelectric absorption. For X-ray energies greater than 3 keV, it is in principle possible to produce phase zone plates with focusing efficiencies close to 40%. In practice, it is difficult to manufacture thick lenses while keeping their resolution or size of the structure small [15] . For example, the appropriate zone thickness for 10 keV X-rays is estimated to be about 2 μm, even for high-density materials like gold or tantalum. The resulting extreme aspect ratios (height/width of finest zone) are the reason why FZPs for hard X-rays are more challenging. To improve the focusing efficiency, FZP with a blazed zone profile were manufactured and 55% efficiency for the nickel circular FZP at 7 keV was measured [16] . To overcome these limits, several strategies have been explored, such as stacking several thin FZPs. Finally, a recent approach proposed by Kang et al. [17] for high-resolution X-ray focusing is Multilayer Laue Lenses (MLL). MLLs represent a promising planar variation on the zone-plate approach, in which high-precision multilayer deposition techniques are used to produce relatively thick zone plates. Because a single MLL produces a line focus, crossed-pairs are needed for point nanobeams. In addition, improved focusing is achieved by titling MLLs. These high-aspect devices have already demonstrated line-focusing to 16 nm [18] . The approach is particularly well suited for high-resolution focusing optics for use at high photon energy, and a 17-nm resolution was recently reported and is now routinely integrated in X-ray microscopes [19] .
Applications to cultural heritage

Elemental characterization at the nano scale: nano-XRF mapping
The most popular technique for the chemical analysis of artworks at synchrotron facilities, possibly with a nano-probe, is doubtless XRF. The reasons are many. First, researchers in the field of cultural heritage are usually very familiar with gathering and interpreting elemental composition. Indeed, this fundamental characteristic of the matter can be rather easily accessed, with electron probes [20] or X-ray probes [21] . The latter can be performed with laboratory instruments, but this technique is also increasingly applied in situ thanks to portable devices. 2D macro-XRF analysis of paintings [6] may soon become as common as X-ray radiography. The knowledge of elemental composition is usually the first step towards the identification of the materials composing the artistic matter. As detailed in [21] , this technique is beneficial for the study of all types of artistic materials (paintings, photographs, alloys, ceramics, glasses, manuscripts, etc.). Second, the success of XRF at synchrotron facilities may be related to its relatively easy implementation. This technique can be applied directly onto objects, on any material, without constraints regarding crystallinity or/and thickness of the sample/object. Data collection does not require a sophisticated set-up, which usually consists only in an energy-dispersive detector. In the 45 • /45 • geometry, the sample is canted 45 • to the incident beam and X-ray detectors placed in the plane of the storage ring and at 90 • to the incident beam. The incoming beam being naturally polarized in the horizontal plane, this geometry minimizes the contribution of elastically scattered primary X-rays. Another asset of synchrotron sources versus standard X-ray sources for XRF analyses is brightness, which translates not only into reduced dwell time, hence the possibility to acquire millions of spectra on a unique object [7] , but also into lower detection limits. As an example, it can be used to quantify traces in historical glasses and thus get some insights into manufacturing technologies [22] . Finally, the SR sources also offer an extended and tunable spectral range. This leads first to the possibility of selecting the excitation energy to maximize the emission of the targeted element while minimising emission line overlaps. The second advantage, as exemplified below, consists in exciting an element of interest at a few peculiar energies (close to an absorption edge), sensitive to the speciation of this element. This way, different species containing the same elements can be mapped.
Macro-XRF (beam of a few hundreds of microns) will typically be used to map elemental distribution at the object scale and to see, for instance, if a painter used the same pigments to render all the blues, or the reds over a painting. It can also be used to reveal underpainting [23] or hidden paintings [7] . Recently, it has been applied to probe the presence of metals (lead) in the ink in Herculaneum papyri [24] . The use of μXRF (beam of a few microns) will be usually required for the study of fragments, generally prepared as cross sections, to determine the elemental composition in the different layers of a stratigraphy. This resolution is useful to probe the heterogeneity in the third dimension (perpendicular to the surface) for example to reveal the deposition of pollutants at the surface [25] . μXRF can also be used to identify possible mixtures of different constituents within the same layer and to provide insights into the way the artist combined materials: e.g., the nature and proportion of different pigments mixed in the same paint, the size of pigment particles [26] . μXRF applied to the above mentioned ink in Herculaneum papyri revealed a co-localization of Pb, P, and Cl at the micron scale, giving clues that these three elements enter the composition of a unique compound (possibly phosphohedyphane, Ca 2 Pb 3 (PO 4 ) 3 Cl, as identified in a fine black powder found in a glassy unguentarium from Pompeii [27] ).
The use of nano-XRF offers the possibility to further zoom-in, and probe elemental distribution at the components' scale. This can give insight about the ways they were manufactured. As an example, nano-XRF has been used to obtain highly spatially resolved and highly sensitive maps of metal impurities (in particular Pb, Cd, Fe) in submicron particles of zinc oxide pigments used in early 20th century artists' tube paints and enamel paints [28] . The analyses were carried out at the Centre for Nanoscale Materials Hard X-ray Nanoprobe instrument, operated on ID-26 at the Advanced Photon Source, Argonne National Laboratory [29] . The beam size was focused down to 200 nm using an FZP. The objectives of the study were to compare composition (and in particular evaluate the presence of impurities) in zinc oxide paints produced by different renown paint makers (in particular Ripolin and Lefranc). Nano-XRF not only probed the presence and abundance of fillers and additional whites (based on Pb, Ti, Ca) surrounding the ZnO particles, but highlighted the presence of Fe as well within the ZnO nanoparticles, in Ripolin paints. Understanding the implication of such impurities as well as particle size and shape on the luminescence of ZnO nanoparticles would be of high interest [28] .
Phase identification and mapping at nano-scale: 2D/3D nanoXRPD
Complementary and/or simultaneously to XRF, XRD can be used to further identify the artistic compounds. The experimental conditions for XRD are numerous: the sample can be fixed, rotated or scanned (in 2D or 3D). It can be almost parallel to the beam (reflection geometry) or rather perpendicular (transmission geometry). The detection can be obtained with a single (or multi) element detector, rotated over an angular range; or with a 2D detector (which can also be moved to access larger angular ranges). The conditions can be such that the beam size is smaller than the crystallite size (monocrystal-type diffraction) and much larger (X-ray powder diffraction, XRPD). In the field of cultural heritage, samples are usually polycrystalline (with a possible amorphous contribution) and, if using a micro-probe, the beam size is usually much larger than the crystallites, meaning that many crystallites, randomly oriented, simultaneously diffract, leading to the so-called DebyeScherrer rings. The primary information provided by XRPD is phase identification and determination of lattice parameters. In addition, it can also be used to characterize crystallinity (and percentage of amorphous material) [27] or dislocation and strain. These crystallographic parameters can provide a signature of the physical treatments applied to matter during manufacturing steps (e.g., crushing, annealing, sieving) [30] . XRD is particularly interesting when the elemental information is not sufficient to fully characterize material composition. As an example, "lead white" pigments have been extensively used in paintings, since the Antiquity until the 20th century. They are generally made of a mixture of cerussite PbCO 3 and hydrocerussite Pb 3 (CO 3 ) 2 (OH) 2 . The presence of lead white is generally simply assessed by the detection of lead in a white pigment. However, the accurate determination of its composition and micro-structure, in particular the ratio between cerussite and hydrocerussite and the size of the crystallites can give clues about the processes followed for the preparation of the pigment (and concomitantly about the quality of the pigment). The combination of synchrotron-based high-angularresolution and high-lateral-resolution XRD has been exploited to this purpose, to reveal the precise chemical and structural composition of fragments from 27 major paintings by old European masters dating from the 14th century to the late 19th century [31] . Similarly, XRD (with laboratory source and at SR facilities) allowed identifying different "chrome yellow" pigments in Van Gogh's and contemporaries' paintings. This pigment can be present as various chemical compounds (PbCrO 4 and PbCr 1−x S x O 4 ) and various structures (orthorhombic and monoclinic) [32] which end into various colours and various photosensitivities [33] . In the two above cases, the use of a SR micro-probe allowed identifying and mapping phases in the different layers of tiny fragments. In addition to the determination of manufacturing fingerprints, μXRD can also be employed to characterize degradation compounds, impacting the aesthetical aspects of artworks. As examples, the spontaneous transformations of the red pigments vermilion (HgS) and minium (aka red lead, Pb 3 O 4 ) can be mentioned here.
Vermillion (when synthetic) and cinnabar (when natural) red, red pigments used by artists in all historic periods, display both a tendency to darken/turn black and to develop white precipitates at their surface. Radepont et al. [34] and Da Pieve et al. [35] have investigated the effect of chlorinated oxidizing agents on the stability of HgS and arrived, both experimentally and theoretically, at the conclusion that HgS can gradually transform into mixed S, Cl compounds of Hg, such as corderoite (α-Hg 3 S 2 Cl 2 ) and kenhsuite (γ -Hg 3 S 2 Cl 2 ), which in their turn can transform to (white) calomel (Hg 2 Cl 2 ) and sulphates. Multilayers stacks of degradation products found on top of a strongly degraded vermillion layer in a wall painting confirmed this. A final transformation converts the calomel into soluble HgCl 2 and metallic Hg, considered responsible for the black colour [36] . Red lead, another semiconductor pigment used by artists since antiquity, is known to undergo several discolouration phenomena. These transformations are either described as darkening of the pigment caused by the formation of either plattnerite (β-PbO 2 ) or galena (PbS) or as whitening by which red lead is converted into anglesite (PbSO 4 ) or (hydro)cerussite. X-ray powder diffraction tomography [37] was used to investigate a microscopic paint sample from "Haystacks", by Van Gogh. Experiments were carried out at the P06 hard X-ray micro-nano-probe beamline PETRA III, DESY, with a 0.5 × 0.5-μm 2 beam. They revealed that a rare lead mineral, plumbonacrite (3PbCO 3 ·Pb(OH) 2 ·PbO), was formed in-situ, at the interface between the original pigment grain, consisting of minimum, and the degradation products that formed on its surface (see Fig. 3 ). The possibility of XRPD tomography to visualize the internal distribution of different crystalline compounds in complex samples was exploited here. Plumbonacrite constitutes the missing link between, on the one hand, the photo-induced reduction of red lead and, on the other hand, (hydro)cerussite, and thus sheds new light on the whitening of red lead [38] . By reducing the beam size to a few tens of a nanometre, the number of crystals and of orientations diffracting in the probed volume decreases, and in some cases, powder diffraction condition may no longer be fulfilled, and azimuthal distribution of ring intensities is no longer uniform. Besides, few grains in the proper orientation may give a strong diffracted beam, saturating the detector and usually requiring reducing the counting time. In this case, azimuthal integration of the signal can become unreliable, and the quantitative analysis can be extremely challenging. To preserve the lateral resolution, but increase the number of diffracting crystals, one solution consists in increasing the spectral range of the primary beam, using a pink, or in an extreme case, a white beam. The development of the so-called Laue micro-X-ray diffraction was made possible thanks to the development of high-brightness synchrotron sources, high-efficiency achromatic X-ray focusing optics and advanced computational indexation algorithms [39] . This technique also benefits from a higher flux, offering faster acquisitions than in monochromatic mode. It can also provide information about grain orientation. It has already been successfully applied to determine the mineralogy of colour pigments taken from the ancient Egyptian coffin of Tjeseb, a priestess of the Apis bull dating from the third intermediate to late period, 25th Dynasty to early 26th Dynasty (747 to 600 BC) [39] . The same technique was used to investigate the micro-structural morphology of Chinese purple, in order to assess similarities and differences in the processes for making this pigment and for Egyptian blue [40] . The advantages of a hybrid approach combining micro-XRD in white-beam and in monochromatic conditions for the characterization of ancient materials are reviewed with three other examples, Roman terra sigillata, Neolithic flints, and Roman nails [41] . All these experiments were carried out at the Advanced Light Source (beamlines 7.3.3 and 12.3.2), using a micrometric beam (from 0.8 to 1.2 μm, the beam being usually bigger, ∼10 μm, for monochromatic beam, in order to increase the flux). It is clear that this technique performed with a nano-probe can have many applications in the field of cultural heritage.
Speciation characterization at the nano scale: nano-XAS
Hard X-ray nano-XAS analysis
As an alternative or complementarily to XRD, XAS is increasingly used to get insight into matter composition in artistic objects. This family of techniques consists in measuring the variation of the X-ray absorption coefficient, while scanning the energy of the incoming beam, below and above the edge of a particular element. The absorption can be measured directly (in transmission mode), or indirectly (through the measurement of fluorescence or total electron yield). In X-ray absorption near-edge spectroscopy (XANES), the absorption is measured in a restricted energy range of ∼100 eV across the absorption edge and reflects a variation in the excitation cross section of the core electrons into unoccupied states or into the vacuum continuum. This technique probes the molecular environment of the element of interest (oxidation state, coordination number, site symmetry, and distortion). With extended X-ray absorption fine structure (EXAFS), the energy range is extended far beyond the absorption edge of interest (500-1000 eV). EXAFS oscillations result from constructive and destructive interferences between the forward propagating and the photoelectron waves backscattered by surrounding atoms. Modelling EXAFS oscillations give access to the identity of these surrounding atoms, bond distances, and coordination numbers.
Applications of XAS techniques in the field of cultural heritage are many and have been recently reviewed [5, 42, 43] . The possibility to discriminate species, even in complex matrices and without constraints with respect to the crystallinity of compounds, is a real asset. It explains why it is widely used to analyse amorphous materials such as glasses and glazes. XAS can be applied with a relatively large beam to follow in real time the speciation of an element in a dynamic system. This approach can be used to investigate electrochemical or photochemical degradation processes, mimicking corrosion or photo alteration of artistic matter. As an example, time-resolved Fe K-edge XANES has been employed to follow Fe redox processes during Prussian blue discolouration and to assess more particularly the effect of substrate content, structure, and photosensitivity as well as oxygen environment [44] . In such a case, the sample is considered as homogeneous. More particularly here, the sample (a 0.5 × 0.5-cm 2 piece of cellulosic paper immersed in a Prussian blue solution) was moved horizontally and vertically under a 35-μm beam during acquisition to smooth the heterogeneous distribution of pigment particles in fibres.
Alternatively, when the samples exhibit a strong heterogeneity, μXAS can be used to precisely identify and localize the different species. This is particularly interesting when the same element can be present under different speciations, as a result of chemical reactions involved in the production of artistic matter and/or during degradation processes as well. As an example, Sb L 1 -edge μXANES was performed with a sub-micrometric beam to determine Sb speciation specifically in the glass matrix and in calcium antimonate crystals in a collection of Egyptian, Roman, and French opaque glasses [45] [46] [47] . This technique proved to be very efficient to discriminate an in situ production of calcium antimonate nano-crystals (by reaction of antimonate oxides with the Ca present in the glass matrix), from an ex-situ production of the crystals (by the addition in the glass of a calcium antimonate powder). μXANES is also extensively used to study degradation processes, for instance corrosion of aluminium in air and space museum aircrafts [48] , or degradation and migration of orpiment, realgar, and emerald green pigments in historical paintings [49, 50] . The first step of such micro-analyses usually consists in acquiring μXRF elemental maps to check the distribution of the element of interest and to assess its possible co-localization with other elements. In a second step, μXANES spectra are acquired over a few points of interest, to reveal locally the composition of the matter. Possibly, these analyses can be completed by the acquisition of qualitative and, in some cases, quantitative speciation maps: it consists in acquiring few μXRF maps at few peculiar energies, those giving the highest contrast between the compounds hypothetically present in the sample [51] . Using XANES spectra of reference materials, these μXRF maps can be converted into valence state maps. When applicable, this approach is very efficient to reveal the distribution of different species over large regions. Degradation layers usually form at the surface of objects and can develop over a few microns. Accordingly, the use of a micrometric beam is requested to specifically probe the degraded area and to compare the spectral signal with the one acquired in inner, unaged matter. However, in some cases, zooming further into the matter may be necessary to obtain a more detailed localization of the different constituents. As an example, As K-edge nano-XANES has been used at the ID16B beamline, ESRF, to study the degradation of As-based pigments in paint micro-samples from Baroque-and Rococo-era paintings [52] . Orpiment and realgar, both arsenic sulphide pigments respectively used for their vivid yellow and red-orange hues, can quickly degrade to arsenic trioxide and arsenate. This often results in whitening or transparency in the painted surfaces. While conventional techniques such as microscopic Raman and μFTIR spectroscopies can allow a quick and relatively easy identification of the orpiment, realgar, artificial arsenic sulphide glass and, to some extent, arsenic oxide, the identification and visualization of distributions of the degradation products -and especially arsenate compounds -in the paint micro-samples is generally more challenging. In this study, SR nano-XRF mapping was performed using a 100 × 100 nm 2 produced with a KB mirror system. The analysis carried out on a visually degraded orpiment-containing paint stratigraphy, originating from a 17th-century painting, revealed that arsenic is distributed throughout the entire cross-section, while nano-XANES demonstrated that arsenic is present in both arsenite (As-III) and arsenate (As-V) forms [52] . To obtain oxidation-state specific maps of As, As XRF distributions at three primary energies were recorded: En 1 = 11.869 keV (only arsenides excited), En 2 = 11.874 keV (predominantly arsenates excited), and En 3 = 11.920 keV (post edge, all As species excited). The total arsenic distribution map ( As, En 3 ) (Fig. 4c) showed that arsenic species are present at various concentration levels throughout the sample. The As(-II)/ As ratio map (labelled RG in Fig. 4c ), normalized to the total As content, allowed us to visualize the arsenic sulphide pigment particles present in the paint layer (red channel) and the distribution of the arsenate (green channel) in relation to these. When comparing the En 1 and En 2 maps in Fig. 4c , a slight gradient can be observed when going from the core to the shell of the pigment particle, whereas a more important presence of arsenate is observed around the pigment particles. The wide spread of arsenates observed could be explained either as a result of a migration of the degraded arsenate compound(s) through the layer using the internal moisture of the paint layers as a carrier, as suggested by Keune et al. [50] , or could be interpreted as being the result of the complete oxidation of very fine pigment particles. During the investigation, the combination of nano-XRF and nano-XANES was very useful for the characterization of the advanced degradation state of the arsenic-containing pigments in paint systems. This type of information could not be obtained by means of conventional spectroscopic methods of microanalysis such as Raman microscopy.
Soft X-ray nano-XAS analysis
While the development of nano-XAS in the hard X-ray range (>5 keV) is rather recent, its equivalent in the soft X-ray range (usually called NEXAFS for near-edge X-Ray absorption fine structure) has been used for decades. This is thanks to the fact that focusing X-ray beam below 100 nm was made possible much earlier in the soft X-ray range than in the hard X-ray range. As detailed in [53] , a sequence of X-ray absorption images is acquired at closely spaced photon energies using a scanning transmission X-ray microscope (STXM), and aligned. NEXAFS spectra are then obtained both from large, irregular regions, and from regions as small as the spatial resolution of the microscope (about 40 nm in the examples shown in this pioneering publication). By rotating the sample, this technique can even be extended to 3D [54] . Applications to ancient materials were first in the field of natural heritage (palaeontology, paleo-environment). As an example, STXM at the carbon K-edge can be used to identify major organic functional groups, even in strongly diagenetized biological systems [55] . Applications to cultural heritage are still few but will certainly increase in the future. It could be used not only at the K-edge of low-Z elements such as C, O, N, but also at the L-edges of heavier elements, such as metals. For instance, STXM has been used at the Fe L-edges to study corrosion mechanisms in ferrous artefacts with a nano-probe of about 25 nm [56] . More recently, a combination of NEXAFS at the C K-edge and Fe L 2,3 edges was used to investigate the penetration of iron gall ink in paper fibres [57] . The former showed slight spectral differences between primary cell wall and secondary cell wall in the linen fibres. It highlighted as well the distribution of gallic acid and gum arabic, introduced in ink. The latter As-K edge XANES spectra (a1-a3) from a degraded grain as orpiment (As 2 S 3 ) in this sample, in region A and from reference compounds (1: K 3 AsO 4 ; 2: As 2 O 3 ; 3: As 2 S 3 ). Peaks corresponding to arsenides (at En 1 ) and arsenates (at En 2 ) are visible. (c) As-XRF maps recorded over the region A at three different energies, indicated in (b). En 3 was used to record the distribution of the totality of As species present. The ratio map (RG) shows the arsenide-to-total arsenic intensity (red: high ratio, indicating the predominant presence of arsenides; green: low ratio, corresponding to the predominant presence of arsenates). (From [52] .) revealed the penetration of iron in ink fibres, and an uneven migration and distribution of Fe(II) vs. Fe(III). Such observations with a resolution of a few tens of nanometres provide unique information about ink penetration in paper fibres and could be further exploited to study the role of ink in the degradation of manuscripts.
XAS-full-field transmission X-ray microscopy analysis
Finally, X-ray speciation maps can be obtained with a nanometric resolution, but without a nanometric beam. This can be done using full-field transmission X-ray microscopy (TXM). In this technique, the sample does not need to be scanned. Instead, X-ray radiographies are acquired using a 2D detector. In a similar fashion to STXM, the acquisition of radiographies while sequentially tuning the energy of the incoming X-ray beam provides XAS spectra over a 2D surface, or even a 3D volume, if the sample is further rotated. Resolution of a few tens of nanometres can be obtained, while preserving fields of view of few tens or hundreds of microns. As an example, this technique has been used to identify and map iron species in cross-sections of Roman and Greek ceramics, in the different parts of the structure (red/black gloss, body) and substructure (within these layers) [58, 59] . XANES data were correlated with porosity (obtained by X-ray tomography). The results could be related to manufacturing processes and in particular red/ox and temperature conditions in the different steps of the firing process.
Other non-X-ray based spectro/imaging techniques
Even if this review is dedicated to synchrotron-based nano-probes, it is important to mention that other laboratory techniques can provide chemical mapping with nanometric resolution [60] . The most common techniques used to study fragments from artefacts are probably those based on electron nano-probes. In particular, transmission electron microscopy (TEM), possibly combined with an energy-dispersive spectrometer (EDS), as well as electron energy loss spectroscopy (EELS), respectively, provide structural, elemental, and speciation characterization with resolution in the range of the nanometre. They have been extensively used to characterize ceramics coatings, lustres, but also pigment degradation [60] [61] [62] . Infrared spectroscopy is commonly used to characterize artistic materials [63] . Infrared microscopes are particularly efficient for the study of heterogeneous fragments [64] . About 15 years ago, the development of synchrotron-based infrared microscopes gave access to lateral resolution of a few microns [65] . Today, many efforts are dedicated to the development of nano-infrared instruments, being with laser or synchrotron sources, giving access to resolutions of a few tens of nanometres. First applications to cultural heritage have already been reported (e.g., for the characterization of collagen degradation in altered parchments [66] ). A resolution of ∼50-100 nm is obtained by using a sharp tip, which serves as a near-field detector and locally detects the small thermal expansion due to the absorption of infrared light by the sample. Similarly, tip enhanced Raman spectroscopy (TERS) allows the acquisition of Raman spectra with a nanometric resolution and was used to identify indigo dye and iron gall ink on papers [67] .
Ion nano-probes also find various applications in the field of cultural heritage. Time-of-flight secondary ion mass spectrometry (ToF-SIMS) and nano-SIMS provide chemical and isotopic mapping, with a resolution of ∼200 down to ∼50 nm, respectively. In a similar fashion to infrared microscopy, these techniques are very efficient for the study of artistic materials, in particular painting, since they simultaneously probe organic and inorganic compounds [68, 69] .
Morphological characterization at the nano scale by X-ray phase contrast computed tomography
In parallel to the determination of elemental, structural, and chemical composition, SR-based imaging techniques are also widely used to obtain the 3D characterization of the morphology of the samples. SR phase-contrast micro-computed tomography (μCT) is a very efficient technique to reveal the inner micro/nano structure of materials. It is regularly used to scan paleontological specimens [70] , but applications to artistic materials have also been reported, in particular for the study of iron corroded rebars [71] or paint fragments [72] [73] [74] . In such cases, the aim is usually to determine the presence, size, and distribution of corrosion products, pigment particles or pores over 3D volumes.
For this technique as well, efforts are made to further improve spatial resolution. The use of a divergent beam focused by Kirkpatrick-Baez mirrors, instead of a parallel geometry, enables to access nowadays lower spatial resolutions, thanks to a geometric demagnification of the source size. Synchrotron beamlines such as ID16A at the ESRF reach resolution down to 25 nm [75] . Contrary to absorption tomography, the use of phase-contrast nanotomography (or nano-holotomography) enables to distinguish regions with low and similar electron densities (organic matter, pores) in the presence of high-density compounds (iron, copper, lead. . .). This technique is thus particularly relevant for cultural heritage artefacts that are highly heterogeneous. At the ID16A beamline, phase contrast nanotomography is performed by recording four tomographic scans in full field mode, by putting the detector at four near-field propagation distances (Fresnel domain). It gives both a large field of view (51 × 51 × 51 μm 3 ) and a high spatial resolution (25 nm). Three dimensional images are then obtained from retrieved phase maps by tomographic reconstruction. As an example, X-ray phase contrast nanotomography was recently used to investigate the blanching of oil paintings, a frequent alteration induced by an excessive humidity (Fig. 5a ). It can affect varnish and paint layers, strongly altering their visual appearance. FEG-SEM examinations revealed a highly porous structure in altered layers, with pores ranging in size from a few nanometres to a few micrometres [76] . The presence of mainly submicronic pores induces a strong light scattering and therefore a degradation of the visual appearance [77] . Regarding the blanching of paint layer, phase contrast nanotomography analyses highlighted that pores are located in the binder, which revealed that the degradation takes place in the organic matter (Fig. 5b) . Moreover, it shows that current conservation treatments are not efficient to durably fill the pores or resorb them. These results have constituted a major advance towards the characterization of the alteration and provided interesting perspectives concerning its understanding and the proposal of adapted and durable conservation treatments [78] .
Challenges associated with the use of nano-probes
The transition from macro to micro and even nano-analyses not only requires the development of instruments (in particular of focusing optics), but necessitates as well the careful consideration of additional experimental factors, along the entire analytical chain, from sample preparation to data acquisition and data processing.
Issues with sample preparation
In the field of cultural heritage, the most standard sample preparation consists in embedding the sample in resin and polishing one surface to reveal the sample's stratigraphy. This preparation is highly suitable for optical light microscopy or scanning electron microscopy. It can also be used for μXRF, μXAS measured in μXRF mode [45] [46] [47] , and μXRD if the X-ray penetration is sufficient (embedded sample sufficiently small and/or energy sufficiently high). At 10 keV, the X-ray penetration depth is typically a few tens of microns over common artistic materials. It means that when the beam is focused to a few tens of nanometres, the analysed volume is strongly asymmetric, with an in-depth resolution possibly 2000 times larger than the lateral resolution. This means that the signal that is collected (in particular in XRF mode) does not necessarily reflect the composition of the visible surface [28] . In some cases, this high penetration can be exploited to obtain 3D acquisitions, as illustrated above by the 3D XRPD analysis of a protrusion in a Van Gogh painting [38] (or the holotomography of blanching paint [78] ). However, such 3D analyses are more time consuming than their equivalent 2D analyses, more demanding from a data processing point of view and impose to work at sufficiently high energies (not necessarily compatible with XAS analyses). Alternatively, the issue of high penetration depths can be circumvented by preparing thin sections [79] . This allows the precise control of the analysed depth. The thickness will depend on the energy of the incoming X-ray beam. For STXM analyses (in the soft X-ray range), focused ion beam (FIB) sections of a few tens of nanometres are usually prepared and deposited on TEM grids [55] [56] [57] . For analyses in the hard X-ray range, thin sections of a few microns are generally more suitable. They can be obtained using a microtome, in particular for soft materials such as paintings [31, 80] or by double-side polishing, for harder materials, such as ceramics [58, 59] .
Issues with data acquisition
While reducing the beam size, acquisitions are more and more sensitive to any beam motion. These motions can be due to electron beam motion, thermal variations on the optics, mechanical instabilities, etc. In particular, keeping fixed a nano-beam during XAS acquisitions (meaning while scanning the monochromator's crystals) is a real challenge. In parallel to the development of state-of-the-art monochromators, other strategies are followed to correct for the beam motion. One of them consists in hypothesizing that the beam motion is reproducible over a certain energy range and can be recorded in a table. The sample position is then corrected synchronously with the beam energy using this table [26] . Ideally, such a correction should be done in real time over continuous scans. Alternatively, another strategy for the acquisition of nano-XAS data consists in acquiring hyperspectral 2D XRF maps. Even if maps are shifted from one energy to another, this motion can be corrected afterwards, and the images aligned [53, 81] . At ID21, ESRF, a software has been developed to make this correction on-line, during acquisitions. This strategy allows not only the acquisition of XAS spectra on nano-objects, but also provides a 2D spectral characterization of the samples [82] .
Whatever the technique, the smaller the gauge volume, the less representative the measurement might become. Accordingly, it is important to keep the field of view sufficiently large to preserve the representativeness of the measurements. Therefore, when efforts are made to decrease the beam, others should be made to increase the acquisition speed to preserve the representativeness of the measurements. Improving the sample resolution by a factor 10 (e.g., from 1 μm to 100 nm) implies that the acquisition of the same 2D map, preserving the same pixel dwell time and same field of view, requires 100 more time (e.g., 17 h instead of 10 min). In this respect, the development of ultra-fast detectors is a must. As an example, the assets offered by the so-called MAIA detector have been well illustrated by the full spectral XANES imaging of the degradation of chrome yellow pigments in some Van Gogh paintings [83] . Besides, a hierarchical approach with progressive analyses at the millimetric, micrometric, and nanometric scales is essential to ensure the representativeness of the results.
Concentrating the same number of photons in a nano-probe instead of a micro-probe implies that the dose increases. This means that, at constant flux, radiation damage risk and impact will be higher during nano-analyses. Of course, one solution to reduce the dose consists in shifting the sample slightly out of the focal point, to spread to photons over a larger surface. However, this is counterproductive with respect to the use of a nano-probe. Instead, other mitigation strategies should be followed, such as avoidance of unnecessary beam exposure, improvement of detection efficiency and data collection (e.g., continuous scans), reduction of the flux by using attenuators, optimization of the sample environment [83] . Monitoring and recording strategies to evaluate the impact of the beam on the sample should also be carefully considered [83] . In the field of biology and in particular protein crystallography, maintaining the sample in cryo-conditions is a standard method to reduce radiation damage. This strategy is rarely applied to samples from artefacts (possibly due to the sample preciousness and the physical risks associated with cooling samples), but this strategy should be further considered in the future, in particular at nano-beamlines. Tests could be first carried out on model samples.
Issues with data processing and data analysis
The use of nano-probe poses a certain number of problems for data processing and data analysis. As mentioned above, the risk of radiation damage and accordingly of misinterpretation of data, in particular nanoXAS and nanoXRPD results, increase while focusing the beam in a smaller probe, and must be carefully considered, monitored, and mitigated as much as possible.
Concerning XRF, while one could think that XRF quantification methods traditionally used on micro-probes can be easily extended to nano-probes, pioneer experiments at the new nano-probe beamline ID16B, ESRF, showed that this is not the case and that quantification XRF mapping of metal traces in solid samples requires specific efforts, in particular in terms of sample preparation and reference preparation [84] . In addition to the control of the thickness, it is recommended to minimize as well the size of the sample laterally (to reduce the contribution of XRF from regions out of the volume of interest, which would be excited by the lateral wings of the beam profile).
Besides, when the beam size is in the range or below the size of the crystallites, orientation effects may affect the data (e.g., polarisation effect in nano-XAS; diffraction patterns no longer in Debye-Scherrer conditions, as mentioned in Section 3.2) impacting data interpretation and quantitative treatment.
To evaluate all these risks (damage, orientation. . .) and their impact on data, the "zoom-in" strategy can help as well.
Preliminary analyses can be carried on homogeneous model samples mimicking the composition of historical samples. Data obtained with a nano-probe can be confronted to millimetric measurements. Any discrepancy between the two sets of measurements can be primarily ascribed to artefacts related to the probe size itself and should be understood, limited (by adapting sample preparation, data acquisition, data processing. . .) and quantified before analysing heterogeneous historical samples.
Conclusion
The use of SR-based nano-probes in the field of cultural heritage is still limited, however increasing. They offer a further zoom in the artistic matter and give the possibility to identify and precisely localize the different components constitutive of the matter, with two main deliverables: (i) the selective characterization of the composition of sub-micrometric objects (e.g., pigment nanoparticles); (ii) the precise determination of the composition at the interface between constituents (to track the presence and distribution of degradation products in very thin alteration layers, or of pores in binders, etc.). The variety of techniques, already commonly used with macro-and micro-beams at synchrotron facilities (XRF, XRD, XAS, FTIR, CT), allows one to tackle the matter under different complementary points of view. A few more challenges must be carefully considered in the transition from micro-to nano-analyses (not only in the focalization of the beam itself, but also in sample preparation, data acquisition, data analysis, and interpretation). However, zooming-in further into the heterogeneity of artistic matter and discovering more about the information entrapped in this matter is well worth the effort.
